The field of reinforcement learning (RL) has achieved great strides in learning control knowledge from closed-loop interaction with environments. "Classical" RL, based on atomic state space representations, suffers from an inability to adapt to nonstationarities in the target Markov decision process (i.e., environment). Relational RL is widely seen as being a potential solution to this shortcoming. In this paper, we demonstrate a class of "pseudo-relational" learning methods for nonstationary navigational RL domains -domains in which the location of the goal, or even the structure of the environment, can change over time. Our approach is closely related to deictic representations, which have previously been found to be troublesome for RL. The key insight of this paper is that navigational problems are a highly constrained class of MDP, possessing a strong native topology that relaxes some of the partial observability difficulties arising from deixis. Agents can employ local information that is relevant to their near-term action choices to act effectively. We demonstrate that, unlike an atomic representation, our agents can learn to fluidly adapt to changing goal locations and environment structure.
Introduction
The field of reinforcement learning (RL) has made great progress in learning control knowledge for tasks as diverse as robotic manipulator control, elevator scheduling, game playing, navigation, network packet routing, and autonomous flight. Yet there remain a number of large open questions in both theory and practice of RL. A key problem is dealing with changing tasks -that is, adapting to changes in the system dynamics or reward functions without needing to relearn a model or policy from scratch. This problem can be posed in terms of environmental nonstationarities -changes in the underlying Markov decision process (MDP) in which the agent is acting. In this paper, we tackle a limited form of this problem by examining adaptation to nonstationarity in the context of autonomous navigation. We claim that the restriction to spatial environments supports adaptation by allowing the agent to exploit the topology of the environment.
The core issue is that "classical" RL algorithms are rooted in an atomic state space representation: the agent learns a policy mapping from unique state IDs onto its action set. This representation ties the policy closely to a specific MDP and prevents adaptation, because there is no way to translate state IDs between different MDPs. Recently, there has been great interest in relational representations to address this problem. We employ a very limited form of relational representation in which the agent has a bounded number of relations that describe its immediate surroundings and its relationship to the goal location. This fairly natural "agent-centric" representation allows the agent to adapt to changes in goal location and to handle switching among a fixed set of environments. Such an approach is most closely related to a deictic representation [Finney et al., 2002] , in which the agent has a bounded number of "pointers" to objects. Previous authors have had difficulties with deictic representations because they are fundamentally partially observable and lead to state aliasinga double-edged sword that both supports knowledge generalization and can "confuse" the agent by requiring different actions for the same percept [McCallum, 1993] .
While Finney et al. found that deixis was ill-suited to a blocks-world domain, we find that a deictic-like representation provides substantial benefits in the navigation problems we examine. We show that our approach can achieve two different important kinds of adaptation to nonstationarity: handling goal relocation in a fixed environment and handling changes to the environment. We attribute this success to the nature of the problems that our agents face -navigational tasks in worlds with a topology based on a metric that bounds the possible outcomes of actions and the possible trajectories open to the agent. The constraints imposed by the metric allow the agent to navigate "well" (albeit not optimally) with local information.
The goal of this paper is not to introduce a new learning algorithm, but rather to study the effects of representational choices and the topology of the environment on an already well-understood RL algorithm. Our contribution is to demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses of this representation in spatial environments and to set it in contrast to existing work on deixis in blocks-world environments. To isolate the effects of our representation, we omit techniques like function approximation that are necessary for large state-space tasks, thus restricting our agents to relatively small environments. Nonetheless, the nonstationary environment problem we study is equivalent to a partially-observable Markov decision process with one hidden variable and over three hundred thousand states.
Background
Adapting in the face of nonstationary Markov decision processes (MDPs) is an instance of the more general RL knowledge generalization problem. There are two broad research directions attempting to address this problem: function approximation [Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996; Lagoudakis and Parr, 2003; Mahadevan, 2005] and relational representations [?; Finney et al., 2002; ?; ?] . In the former approach, an agent learns a nonlinear function approximator that provides a mapping from the atomic state IDs to action-value ("Q function") estimates. In this paper we are concerned with the latter approach, in which the agent is provided with a relational language -a set of logical predicates and constants that describes the state space in terms of objects, their properties, and relationships among them. This language provides an abstraction between atomic states and the agent's action-value function, allowing the agent to generalize across classes of related states.
In the relational approach, unary predicates describe properties of objects, while n-ary predicates describe relationships among objects. If the state conjunct is incomplete (either because it does not contain enough terms to uniquely identify the state or because some constants are replaced by variables) then the state representation is abstract -it refers to a set of atomic states. Formally, these atomic states are aliased and the agent assigns the same actionvalue to all members of the set. When these states are, in fact, value-equivalent, this aliasing is advantageous and allows the agent to apply experience from a single atomic state/action pair to all elements of the relational set. (Sufficient conditions for this equivalence are developed by algebraic equivalence theories for MDPs [Dean and Givan, 1997; Ravindran and Barto, 2003; Ravindran, 2004] , which provide theoretical justification for this approach.) When the atomic states in the relational set are not value-equivalent, however, disaster can ensue -the agent's policy may oscillate, diverge, or converge to an incorrect value, because it is trying to assign one policy when more than one is needed.
The difficulty, then, is ensuring that the relational representation captures enough of the state description to function effectively, while discarding enough to generalize well. The approach we adopt here is based on state envelopes: the agent maintains an explicit representation of some set of states "near" it (the envelope) and disregards anything beyond that set [Tash and Russell, 1994; Dean et al., 1995; Baum and Nicholson, 1998 ]. The intuition is that the agent can (often) act well with only local information, so it need not spend time or memory planning on distant states that it is unlikely to encounter. Traditionally, the envelope is seen as a subset of the state space, and the decision-theoretic problem has been deciding which states should be kept within the envelope. In this work, we view the envelope as a description of the local space around the agent, encoding the locations that it is likely to encounter within only a few steps. We can do this by virtue of a metric on the environment that allows the agent to analytically determine reachable locations without exploration. Rather than dynamically expanding the envelope over time, we instead keep a fixed envelope, centered on the agent. The envelope moves with the agent, adding new elements and discarding old as the agent moves through the environment. The intuition here is that local information is often sufficient for navigation. By remembering previous experience with isomorphic envelopes, the agent can generalize experience across local problems. An example of this is: "There is a tree directly in front of me. I already know from a similar task that I should not attempt to go through this tree -I will instead go around." There are, of course, environments in which rich global information is critical to navigation, but we focus here on tasks in which only limited global information (direction to the goal) is necessary for strong performance. For example, the hiker in the forest may need to know only the direction to the campsite in order to reach it.
This representation is close to deictic in that the agent is reasoning in terms of "the terrain right in front of me; the terrain to my right; the terrain two units to my front-left;" and so on. For a fixed envelope size, this representation is formally less powerful than a full relational state description (e.g., it can be propositionalized), but a relational language provides a convenient mechanism for abstracting away from atomic state IDs. The local knowledge aspects of this representation are also similar to chart-based topological RL methods [?] .
Navigational MDPs and Envelopes
In this paper, we restrict our attention to (discrete) spatial navigation tasks. First, we will describe the full MDP in which the agent is executing and the corresponding atomic-state representation. Then we will describe the envelope-based representation that the relational agent uses.
Both agents use the same action space: A = {FWD, TURN L , TURN R }, denoting "move forward", "turn counter-clockwise", and "turn clockwise", respectively. The agents move through a world consisting of a set of locations, L ⊆ Z × Z, specified via Cartesian coordinates. Each location is assigned a terrain type property; for example, WALL(l) or GRASS(l) denotes that location l ∈ L is a wall segment or a patch of grass, respectively. The complete set of terrain type properties is denoted P. Locations are laid out on a square grid and each location is reachable from its eight neighbors. The agent's transition function depends on the terrain type of the locations it is moving from and to and on other surrounding terrain. The complete set of terrain types we use in our experiments, and their corresponding dynamics, are given in Section 3.1. Note that transition dynamics depend only on the properties of locations and not on the absolute coordinates of locations. Altogether, the set of terrain types for all locations in L is the terrain map, M : L → P.
Further, the environment is endowed with a metric given by the relation d(l i , l j ), which specifies distances between locations, and a direction, φ(l i , l j ), which gives orientation The shaded area represents the envelope, while A represents the agent, and G represents the goal. The envelopes are different shapes because the agent must be able to reach every location in the envelope in 3 steps or less.
between them (with respect to an arbitrary fixed reference direction). Together, d and φ establish a coordinate frame and provide a set of relations that allow the agent to reason about "the location immediately to my right" or "the location 10 units to my northeast." In the experiments reported here, we use a Manhattan distance d, with respect to the 8-neighbor connectivity, and a discretized angle φ, Φ = {NORTH, NORTHWEST, WEST, . . .}, but other distance/angle relations are possible. At any instant, the agent's (atomic) state, s atom , is given by its current location, l a ∈ L, and its facing, f a ∈ Φ; the set of all such pairs is the atomic state space,
We say that an environment is the tuple E = L, P, M, d, φ . Together with the transition dynamics for the terrain types, T P , the environment captures the transition function of a Markov decision process. In addition, there is a distinguished goal location, l g ∈ L. The reward function, R, is 1 at the goal location (regardless of facing) and 0 elsewhere. The full MDP, then, is given by M = S atom , A, T P (M ), R . An agent that uses atomic states for its representation is executing directly in M and, in principle, can learn a stationary, deterministic policy for that environment [Puterman, 1994] .
Unfortunately, the atomic state representation does not handle nonstationary MDPs well -absolute coordinates and directions become meaningless if the goal location or environment changes. Thus, the relational agent uses an envelope representation that captures only the properties of locations "near" the agent, as well as some information about the (relative) location of the goal.
For an agent at location l a , the agent-centric envelope about l a is e(l a ) ⊂ L. A simple e(l a ) would be a disk of radius r: e(l a ) = {l i ∈ L : d(l a , l i ) ≤ r}. We have found, however, that a more complex envelope geometry (Figure 1 ) is more effective in these environments. This configuration is roughly a quarter-disk arc of radius r pointing toward the goal, plus the locations immediately adjacent to the agent. The agent can perceive the terrain type property of all locations in its envelope as an ordered tuple, P (e(l a )) = (M (l i )) li∈e(la) , but cannot directly perceive the location coordinates themselves. Thus, the envelope representation is independent of absolute location. This is an attempt to exploit "translation invariance" -a special case of MDP homeomorphism [Ravindran, 2004] . Translation invariance, in turn, depends on homogeneity of the transition The relational agent also perceives the direction and the distance to the goal. The distance is quantized such that for some fixed distance,
quant , the agent perceives only the symbol d = FAR AWAY. The direction and quantized distance provides a small amount of global information and helps alleviate some aliasing difficulties by allowing the agent to make different decisions depending on the relative position of the goal. The relational agent's state representation, then, is s rel (l a ) = P (e(l a )), φ(l a , l g ), d, f a , and the set of all such state representations is S rel .
Note that s rel contains some information about l g , while s atom does not. This is analogous to our hiker in the woods knowing "I need to head roughly North and my destination is still too far to see." Once the hiker draws close to the goal, it becomes visible. This representation "cheats" a bit by giving some information to the relational agent that is unavailable to the atomic agent. In Section 4.2 we demonstrate that the relational agent still has an advantage, even after controlling for this extra information.
Agent Dynamics
Our agent dynamics roughly simulate a "noisy" robot that has to cope with varied terrains and some global structure. An agent learns the task of finding a single goal in simulated, stochastic, 21x21 indoor and outdoor environments. Indoor environments consist of FLOOR and WALL terrain types, with fixed WALL elements at the boundaries so the agent cannot move beyond the edges of the environment. Outdoor worlds consist of GRASS, BUSH, MUD, and ROCK terrain types with a toroidal topology; when an agent attempts to move past a boundary it appears on the opposite edge of the environment. The environments are randomly generated according to a terrain generation distribution designed to produce roughly realistic terrain maps. The indoor terrain generator produces room-like structures and doorways (guaranteed to prevent unreachable locations); the outdoor terrain generator distributes blocks of each terrain type so as to create varied regions of terrain. Examples of each environment type are shown in Figure 2 .
Each terrain type has several attributes determining the outcome of an attempted move into or within that terrain. These attributes are summarized in The enter attribute is the probability that the FWD action will be successful -that the agent will enter the target location of the FWD action. When FWD fails, the agent might slideRight or slideLeft of the target location, with probability given by the respective attribute of the target location's terrain type. The result of slideRight is an attempt to enter the location to the right (with respect to the agent's current facing) of the target location (which may, itself, result in a slideRight, etc.). When the FWD action succeeds, the agent may moveOvershoot the target location, attempting to enter the next location in its direction of movement. The agent changes its facing with the TURN R (TURN L ) action, which succeeds with probability turnRight (turnLeft) of the terrain type of the agent's current location. When the agent successfully turns, there is some chance of a turnOvershoot, leading to a successive turn * attempt. Any probability mass not otherwise accounted for leaves the agent's state unchanged.
Learning Algorithm and Parameters
Both agents use a standard tabular Q-learning algorithm [Sutton and Barto, 1998 ]; the only difference between them is their state representation. The atomic agent learns the stateaction value function Q : S atom ×A → R, while the relational agent learns the function Q : S rel × A → R.
We set the Q-learning parameters, α, γ, and , empirically from initial experiments in indoor environments. We found that the values α = 0.1, γ = 0.7, and = 0.01, while not universally optimal, appear to work adequately in all tested environments. The relational state representations use an r = 3 and a d quant = 6, which performed well in simple initial indoor and outdoor tests. Performance does not appear to be strongly sensitive to these parameters but, for consistency, we use these fixed values in all of our experiments.
Experiments
Our experiments are designed to demonstrate the adaptation capacity of the relational agent in the face of two kinds of nonstationarity: changes in the location of the goal (l g ) and changes in the environment (E).
We have experimented with fixed goals, fixed environments, random goals, and random environments. In all configurations a trial runs until the agent reaches l g , at which point the agent is rewarded and relocated to a random starting location in L, and a new trial begins. If a single trial reaches 10,000 steps, it is truncated and the agent is restarted.
In a fixed environment (FE) experiment, E does not change throughout the experiment. In a random environment (RE) experiment, E changes every 10 trials by drawing M from a set of 100 pre-generated maps (which are, in turn, drawn according to the appropriate terrain generation distributionSection 3.1). In a fixed goal (FG) experiment, l g is held unchanged at the center of L throughout the experiment. In a random goal (RG) experiment, l g is drawn uniformly at random from L after each trial. The pseudorandom number generators are synchronized for the atomic and relational agents, so they both experience the same sequences of start locations, goal locations, and environments.
In all experiments, the agent is trained for a total of 200,000 trials. Every 100 trials, its policy is frozen and its performance is evaluated for 50 trials; we report mean performance for the 50 evaluation trials.
Nonstationary Goal Locations
We first examined the agents' robustness to changes in l g with a FE, RG experiment. Results for both agent types in indoor and outdoor environments are shown in Figure 3 (a) and (b).
The agent with the atomic state representation does poorly in both environments, while the envelope-based relational agent exhibits much stronger performance. The relational agent converges to a stable policy with low performance variance within roughly 60,000 trials, while the atomic agent never converges and continues to have wildly varying performance for the entire 200,000 trials.
These findings are, perhaps, not surprising -Q-learning is guaranteed to converge only for a stationary MDP. By changing l g , the atomic agent's value function gradients become essentially meaningless -its only long-term strategy can be a random walk. The relational agent, on the other hand, knows the relative location of l g and can build stable value functions whose gradients always indicate the direction to the goal. In spite of the partial observability imposed by the envelope, the relational representation maps the nonstationary MDP into a (nearly) stationary representation, allowing the policy to converge.
Nonstationary Environments
We next studied the agents' robustness to changes in E with a RE, FG experiment. Note that fixing the goal location across all terrain maps controls for the extra "location of goal" information that the relational agent possesses, because the goal is at the same atomic state in all trials. Thus, any performance differences here are because the relational agent is better able to adapt to changing environments and not because it has an informational advantage over the atomic agent. Results for both agent types in outdoor and indoor environments are shown in Figure 3 (c) and (d) .
The relational agent finds a stable policy in both indoor and outdoor worlds, though convergence is slower here than in the FE, RG scenario. The atomic agent performs substantially better here, finding a reasonable policy, but it never converges to performance as strong as relational's. Further, its performance continues to be high-variance for the duration of the These results show that the relational agent is successfully accumulating knowledge about the different worlds over time. More importantly, the relational agent is essentially learning to quickly recognize which environment it is currently running in and is executing a reasonable policy for that environment. This is fairly strong performance, given that this scenario is equivalent to a single POMDP consisting of 100 · |L × Φ| = 352, 800 states, including a single hidden variable (current environment).
More surprising is how well the atomic agent does fare in this case. As we argued in Section 4.1, we might expect nonstationarity to upset Q-learning in general, and we saw that goal nonstationarity did overwhelm the atomic agent. Here, however, the goal location always maps to the same absolute l g , so absolute coordinate value gradients remain (roughly) consistent over time. Still, if the environment changed radically enough, it should still disrupt the atomic agent (imagine a series of complex mazes in which the correct action at any location changes on every change of M ).
It appears that environmental homogeneity arising from the terrain generation distribution is helping the atomic agent here. The best direction to the goal is likely to remain roughly the same across many environments, so the optimal value function gradients are approximately stable. However, the atomic agent has no real knowledge of the local structure of the environment -when a draw from the terrain generator produces significantly different terrain, requiring different local navigation policies, the atomic agent experiences a setback and must re-learn that environment. The relational agent, on the other hand, can often find an envelope that provides precedent information on how to handle this terrain. Thus, in the long-run, the relational agent is learning about the terrain generation distribution itself and achieving a more stable policy, while the atomic agent is successful only to the extent that the terrain generator tends to produce similar terrain in the same absolute states.
It also appears that indoor environments are more difficult than outdoor -both agents reach worse mean and standard deviation performance in indoor than out. We believe that this is a function of the global topology of the environment. In the outdoor worlds, "head toward the center of the map" is usually the roughly correct policy. In indoor worlds, however, there may be room configurations that force the agent to go "the long way around" to get to the goal. Such configurations are beyond the agent's perception (envelope) so it cannot learn to do the right thing. Still, the relational agent has learned to do fairly well given only local information.
We have also experimented with RE, RG scenarios and found the results to be consistent with the FE, RG scenario, indicating that the changes in goal states dominate changes in environment for the atomic agent.
Conclusion
Overall, we believe that the success of the envelope-based navigation is due to the spatial nature of these environments. Unlike a blocks-world domain, there is a strong metric here that allows the agent to define an envelope of locations that it is likely to encounter in the next few steps. Indeed, the shape of the envelopes we use (Figure 1 ) excludes locations that are unlikely to be encountered in the short term. Thus, the partial observability of the relational representation penalizes us far less than the deictic representation hurt Finney et al.'s blocksworld agents [2002] .
We had hoped to demonstrate that the relational agent could use its knowledge of the terrain generation distribution to generalize to novel (previously unexperienced) environments. It turns out to be difficult to experience enough distinct envelope configurations to achieve strong generalization performance, however -our agents began to overflow system memory before achieving convincing generalization. Still, few, if any, other RL algorithms have demonstrated successful control learning in rapidly changing sets of environments. This type of control learning might be useful to an agent that needs to function in any of a set of different buildings or different cities. We believe that the addition of function approximation will allow the relational agent to achieve task generalization. We also intend to exploit additional symmetries and invariances (e.g., rotational) in future implementations.
We are also interested in the local vs. global topology issue that we observed in Section 4.2. These results reflect the tradeoff between purely local/reactive control and global/planning-based control that has been debated for years in robotics. We believe that a hybrid method, that exploits both local, RL-based navigation and global, planning-based navigation will be successful here, but such an approach remains future work for the moment.
